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Sandor Legrady, at right, Hungarian stamp designer, sorts slides
he used to illustrate his talk April 2 at the Cleveland American
Hungarian Stamp Club meeting. The club's president, Alex Menyhart looks on.

Hungarian Stamp Designer ls
Surprise Visitor At Ohio Club
Louis

J. Zoehrer

The Cleveland American Hungarian Stamp Club meeting Saturday
April 2 was for the collector as well as the artist an unforgettable
event. Sandor Legrady, sixty-year-old world renouned artist and
designer of Hungarian stamps for over thirty-five years was the surprise
visitor at the meeting. He graciously answered questions as he sorted
the slides and gave background information on the stamps he had
prepared. We saw sets that were never used, such as the Lincoln stamp
that was to be issued last year for the anniversary of Lincoln's
death.
The sets that were prepared their interest. This was for him a
for the "Paris Summit Meeting for great occasion for here he met
Peace" with the participating lead- the people who look at his work
ers of the countries and their with magnifying glasses and hanflags, were also shown.
dle them with care. As far as he
The first, second and final knew then , there is a possibility
sketches of his National Heroes that he will be at Sipex in May.
set was shown. Tempera paints are It isn't often that we can meet
used in the early sketches. Lately the man who designs the stamps
he has been using perforated pa- we use and collect. We are hoping
per the size of the stamp when that he will return at a later date.
making his initial designs.
Anyone interested in attending our
Mr. Legrady tries to put as club please drop us a line and we
much information as possible on will try to notify you if you live
a stamp, the face of the subject, in the vicinity. Write to Louis J .
his claim to fame and his signa- Zoehrer, 7621 Inland Dr., Olmsted
ture so that on one small piece of Falls, Ohio 44138.
paper a lot of history can be
shown.
This idea was used on the
Schiller-Haydn block. The St. Stephen stamp research work was
explained, since the usual picture
of Hungary's First Christian King
presents him as a kindly St. Nicholas type man, which church records and historical documents have
disproved.
The question of possible sculpturing ability noticeable in his figures was answered with the story
of how he started. He won a prize
for a three-figure carving at the
age of thirteen as a Boy Scout.
The prize for " Excellance of Design" was given at the Tampa,
Fla. show in 1936 for his Air
Mail series. Third prize winner
in worldwide competition was his
Virgin Mary, called the Weeping
Madonna by collectors, B-124 in
the Transylvania set of 1940. Legrady autographed this stamp in
the collection of one of the guests
from Cuy-Lor.
Regional Embroidery sketches
for proposed issues brought murmurs of recognition from members, who hope that they might be
released before this soon to be
lost form of folk art vanishes.
Legrady thanked everyone f o r
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